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Multireceiver Predicate Encryption for Online
Social Networks
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Abstract—Among the applications of the internet and cloud com-
puting, online social network (OSN) is a very popular service. Since
a lot of personal information is stored on the OSN platform, pri-
vacy protection on such an application has become a critical issue.
Apart from this, OSN platforms need advertisement revenue to
enable continued operations. However, if the users encrypt their
messages, then OSN providers cannot generate accurate advertise-
ment to users. Thus, how to achieve both privacy preserving and
accurate advertisement is a worth-discussing issue. Unfortunately,
none of the works on OSNs can achieve both privacy preserving
and accurate advertisement simultaneously. In view of this, we
propose the first multireceiver predicate encryption scheme for
OSN platforms. Not only does the proposed scheme protects the
users’ privacy but it achieves customized advertisement as well.
Compared with other predicate encryptions deployed in OSN plat-
forms, the proposed scheme gains much shorter ciphertext. The
semantic security and attribute hiding of the proposed scheme are
proved under the standard model.

Index Terms—Bilinear groups of composite order, inner
product encryption, multi-receiver encryption, online social
networks, predicate encryption.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET and cloud computing are thriving over the whole
world in recent years. One of the most popular and diverse

services is online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook,
Google, Dropbox, Twitter, and so on. A lot of personal infor-
mation will be stored into OSN platforms, so that the security
of OSN platforms should be guaranteed. Many works on the
privacy preservation of OSNs have been proposed [1], [2], [4],
[6], [8], [14]–[16], [25]–[29]. In the architecture of an OSN
platform, OSN providers make profits from advertisement rev-
enue to enable continued operations. However, protecting user
privacy and producing accurate advertisement simultaneously
might be a contradiction in OSN platforms due to the following
reasons.
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1) OSN providers extract the keywords from users’ data and
messages for advertisers. However, this needs users’ data
to be in non-encrypted forms and thus exposes the privacy
of users.

2) If users encrypt the data before posting for privacy pre-
serving, then OSN providers cannot extract the keywords
from the ciphertext.

A straightforward solution to this problem would be predi-
cate encryption (PE), which was first introduced by Katz et al.
[9] in 2008. Such encryption mechanisms provide an evaluation
for encrypted messages with predicate tokens, which makes
it feasible to search in ciphertext space. There are two types in
PE: asymmetric predicate encryption (ASPE) [5], [9]–[11], [13],
[20], [21], [31] and symmetric predicate encryption (SPE) [3],
[7], [22], [24], [30], [32]. The main difference between these
two types is the identity of the searcher. SPE is appropriate for
the systems where the searcher is the one who encrypts the data,
such as personal cloud storages. In an ASPE system, neverthe-
less, the searcher is not necessarily the encryptor of the data.
Hence, ASPE is fitting for secure e-mail systems or credit card
payment gateways. It seems that ASPE might be more suitable
in solving the contradictory scenario in OSN platforms. Further-
more, the keywords of ASPE are associated with the ciphertext,
which is suitable for OSN providers to produce customized ad-
vertisement efficiently. When ASPE is applied, however, the
encryption procedure needs to use the parameters defined by
the receiver to enable the search. This requirement will cause a
great cost on communication. For instance, if a sender wants to
share a file with an n-dimensional predicate vector to t receivers,
then it will result in a ciphertext of O(n× t) length. In order
to cope with the problems mentioned above for the OSN plat-
form, we propose a multi-receiver predicate encryption (MRPE)
scheme. The main difference between ASPE and MRPE is that,
in an ASPE scheme, each user will generate his own public
parameters. As we mentioned above, this would lead to the un-
desirable expansion of ciphertexts, since a sender should use
different public parameters to execute the encryption algorithm
for each receiver. In our MRPE scheme, the public parameters
are defined by a third party, and the encryption process can be
performed with inputting a set of receivers. Since the public
parameters are independent of the receivers, the length of a ci-
pheretxt can be compressed. This property cannot be achieved in
ASPE because in an ASPE, a tuple of public parameters would
correspond to a secret key. If each user shares the same public
parameters in an ASPE, they will also share the same secret key.
In the proposed MRPE scheme, we allow each user to choose
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Fig. 1. The model of online social networks.

a part of his own secret value, while sharing the same public
parameters. Thus, when the proposed MRPE scheme is applied
to OSN, not only do the users protect their privacy but also they
can search the interested ciphertext efficiently. Furthermore, the
OSN provider is capable of finding corresponding keywords and
producing customized advertisement, and moreover, the length
of a ciphertext is O(n + t) only.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we give the definitions of the model of OSNs
and asymmetric predicate encryption, and also review some hard
problems and assumptions.

A. The Model of Online Social Networks

We define three distinct characters in the OSNs model: OSN
providers, users, and advertisers. The relationships among each
character are illustrated in Fig. 1.

1) The relationship between OSN providers and users:
For those users who upload information and keep in
touch with their friends in online social networks, OSN
providers offer the storage for them to store, upload, share,
and view the data. Besides the benefits stated above, it
also provides data access control services to enable users
to make access policies by themselves.

2) The relationship between OSN providers and advertisers:
The OSN providers have users’ data, which have been
uploaded by users, and they usually contain valuable mar-
ket information for advertisers who buy commercial key-
words from OSN providers to send the users customized
advertisements. Thus, OSN providers gain advertisement
profits from the advertisers.

3) The relationship among users:
By privacy setting, each sender can dynamically choose
receivers and set access policy of information.

B. Asymmetric Predicate Encryption

For a positive integer N , let ZN denote the set of non-negative
integers smaller than N . Also, we use Zn

N to represent the set of
the n-dimension vectors where each component of each vector
is in ZN .

Definition 2.1: An ASPE scheme for the class of predicates
F = {f�v |�v ∈ Zn

N } and attributes Σ = Zn
N where f�v (�x) = 1

iff 〈�v, �x〉 = 0 mod N (Reveal nothing about �x). It consists of

probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms Setup, GenKey, Enc,
and Dec as follows [9].

1) Setup is an algorithm that takes as input a security pa-
rameter n. It returns a secret key SK and the public key
PK.

2) GenKey is an algorithm that takes as input SK and a
predicate �v ∈ F , and then returns a token SK�v .

3) Enc is an algorithm that takes as input the public key PK,
a keyword �x ∈ Σ, and a message M , and it then returns a
ciphertext C. We write this as C ← EncP K (�x,M).

4) Dec is an algorithm that takes as input a ciphertext C
and the token SK�v , and then it returns a message M or
distinguished symbol ⊥.

For correctness, (PK,SK)←− Setup(1n ) and SK�v ←−
GenKeySK (�v), and �x ∈ Σ:

1) If 〈�v, �x〉 = 0, then DecSK�v
(EncP K (�x,M)) = M .

2) If 〈�v, �x〉 �= 0, then DecSK�v
(EncP K (�x,M)) = ⊥.

C. Bilinear Groups of Composite Order

Let G be a group generator that takes as input a security pa-
rameter n and outputs a 6-tuple (p, q, r, G, GT , ê) where p, q, r
are distinct primes, G and GT are two cyclic groups of compos-
ite order N = pqr, and ê : G ×G → GT is a non-degenerate
bilinear map, i.e., it satisfies

1) (Bilinearity) ∀u, v ∈ G,∀a, b∈ZN , ê(ua , vb)= ê(u, v)ab .
2) (Non-degeneracy) ∃g ∈ G such that ê(g, g) has order N

in GT .
Let Gp , Gq and Gr denote the respective subgroups of order

p, q, r of G, and then G = Gp ×Gq ×Gr . If g is a generator of
G, then gpq is a generator of Gr , gpr is a generator of Gq , and
gqr is a generator of Gp . Furthermore, if hp ∈ Gp and hq ∈ Gq

then

ê(hp, hq ) = ê((gqr )α1 , (gpr )α2 ) = ê(gα1 , grα2 )pqr = 1GT

where α1 = loggq r hp and α2 = loggp r hq . In the assumptions
below, let GT p denote the subgroup of order p in GT .

D. Complexity Assumption and Hard Problems

In this paper, a negligible function is a function f(n) with
f(n) = o(n−c) for every fixed constant c.

1) Subgroup Decision (SD) Assumption [9]: A random el-
ement in Gq is indistinguishable from a random element in
G. More precisely, for a given group generator G, define the
following distribution P (λ):

(p, q, r, G, GT , ê) R← G(λ), N ← pqr, s, a, b
R← ZN ,

gp
R← Gp , gq ,Q1 , Q2

R← Gq , gr , R0 , R2 , R3
R← Gr ,

Z̄ ← ((N, G, GT , ê), gp , gr , gqR0 , g
b
p , g

b2

p , ga
p gq , g

ab
p Q1 ,

gs
p , g

bs
p Q2R2)

Output Z̄.
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For an algorithm A, define A’s advantage in solving the SD
problem for G as,

SD-AdvG,A(λ) := |Pr[A(Z̄, T ) = 1|T = gb2 s
p R3 ∈ Gpr ]

−Pr[A(Z̄, T ) = 1|T = gb2 s
p gγ

q R3 ∈ G]|
where Z̄←P (λ) and γ ∈ ZN .

Definition 2.2: We say that G satisfies the SD assumption
if for any polynomial time algorithm A we have that SD-
AdvG,A(λ) is a negligible function of λ.

2) Bilinear Subgroup Decision (BSD) Assumption [9]: A
random order p element in GT is indistinguishable from a ran-
dom element in GT when gp , gq , gr ∈ G are given. Define P (λ):

(p, q, r, G, GT , ê) R← G(λ), N ← pqr, s, μ
R← ZN ,

gp , h
R← Gp , gq ,Q1 , Q2

R← Gq , gr
R← Gr

Z̄ ← ((N, G, GT , ê), gp , gq , gr , h, gs
p , hsQ1 , gμ

p Q2 ,

ê(gp , h)μ)

Output Z̄.

For an algorithm A, define A’s advantage in solving the BSD
problem for G as,

BSD-AdvG,A(λ) := |Pr[A(Z̄, T ) = 1|T = e(gp , h)μs

∈ GT p ]− Pr[A(Z̄, T ) = 1|T ∈ GT ]|
where Z̄←P (λ).

Definition 2.3: We say that G satisfies the BSD assumption
if for any polynomial time algorithm A we have that BSD-
AdvG,A(λ) is a negligible function of λ.

3) Assumption 3: Assumption 3 is a variant of the DBDH
assumption. Define P (λ):

(p, q, r, G, GT , ê) R← G(λ), N ← pqr, a, b, c,
R← Zp ,

gp
R← Gp , gq

R← Gq , gr
R← Gr

Z̄ ← ((N, G, GT , ê), gp , gq , gr , ga
p , gb

p , gc
p , ga

q )

Output Z̄.

For an algorithm A, define A’s advantage as,

AdvG,A(λ) :=
∣
∣Pr[A(Z̄, T ) = 1|T = ê(gp , gp)abc ∈ GT p ]

−Pr[A(Z̄, T ) = 1|T ∈R GT p ]|
where Z̄←P (λ).

Definition 2.4: We say that G satisfies Assumption 3 if for
any polynomial time algorithm A, we have that AdvG,A(λ) is a
negligible function of λ.

III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME

In order to solve the problems mentioned in Section I, we
design a multi-receiver predicate encryption scheme that is a
predicate encryption tailored for the OSN platform. In the pro-
posed scheme, a sender shares encrypted messages with a set of
authorized receivers who can decrypt them. The OSN provider

can retrieve commercial keywords from the encrypted messages
for advertisers, which improves the accuracy of advertisement,
without revealing the contents of the messages.

A. Overview

The proposed scheme adopts a composite order group G,
whose order N is a product of three distinct primes, p, q, and
r. We define three subgroups as follows:

1) Gq : This subgroup will be used to encode the secret key
and ciphertext associated with vectors �v and �x, respec-
tively.

2) Gp : This subgroup will be taken to encode an equation to
protect the message.

3) Gr : This subgroup is used to hide the information of other
subgroups.

Given a random element of G, it is hard to determine which
subgroup it belongs to.

B. Multi-Receiver Predicate Encryption

In this section, we first define multi-receiver predicate en-
cryption and propose a practical scheme.

1) Definition of Multi-Receiver Predicate Encryption:
Definition 3.1: A multi-receiver predicate encryption con-

sists of six algorithms, Setup, Join, PredicateExtract, En-
crypt, MasterSearch, and Decrypt.

1) Setup is an algorithm that takes as input a security pa-
rameter (1n ). It returns a master key msk and system
parameters param.

2) Join is an algorithm that takes as input i which is an index
of user i. It returns a key pair (PKi, SKi). We write this
as Join(i)→ (PKi, SKi).

3) PredicateExtract is an algorithm that takes as input a
predicate vector �v. It returns a predicate token SK�v . We
write this as PredicateExtract(param,�v)→ SK�v .

4) Encrypt is an algorithm that takes as input param,
a message M , and a keyword vector �x, and a set
{PK1 , PK2 , . . . , PKt} containing the public keys of
t receivers. It returns a ciphertext C. We write this as
Encrypt{P Ki }ti = 1

(param,M, �x)→ C.
5) MasterSearch is an algorithm that takes as input param,

a ciphertext C, and a predicate token SK�v of a predicate
vector �v. It returns 1 or distinguished symbol⊥. We write
this as MasterSearch(param,C, SK�v )→ 1/⊥.

6) Decrypt is an algorithm that takes as input param, a
ciphertext C, a predicate token SK�v of predicate �v, and
secret key SKi . It returns a message M . We write this as
Decrypt(param,C, SK�v , SKi)→M .

In the following sections, we give the threat models of MRPE,
which can be defined as security games.

Definition 3.2 (Security Games Against Malicious KGC) Let
A be a polynomial-time attacker (a malicious KGC).A interacts
with a simulator S in the following game.

Setup: S runs the Setup algorithm to generate param and
msk. Also, S generates a set of public keys {PKi}ti=1 . S then
sends param,msk, {PKi}ti=1 to A.
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Fig. 2. The experiment of semantic security.

Phase 1:A requests and obtains secret keys SKi’s except for
i ∈ {1, . . . , t}.

Challenge: A submits (M0 ,M1) and a keyword vector �x
to S where M0 ,M1 are two distinct messages of the same
length.S then randomly chooses β ∈ {0, 1} and generates C∗ =
Encrypt{P Ki }ti = 1

(param,Mβ , �x).
Phase 2: This phase is the same as that of Phase 1.
Guess: Eventually, A outputs β′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game

if β′ = β.
The advantage of A winning the game is defined as

AdvMalicious KGC(A) =
∣
∣
∣
∣
Pr[β′ = β]− 1

2

∣
∣
∣
∣
.

A multi-receiver predicate encryption scheme is semantically
secure against a malicious KGC if there exists no polynomial-
time attacker that can win the above security game with non-
negligible advantage.

The security goal of this game is to guarantee that none,
except the users with the corresponding secret keys, can reveal
the message of a ciphertext even if the attacker is a malicious
KGC.

Definition 3.3 (Semantic Security) Let A be a polynomial-
time attacker (a malicious user or an unauthenticated user). A
interacts with a simulator S in the following game that is also
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Initialization: A(1n ) outputs �x.
Setup: S runs the Setup algorithm to generate param and

msk. S then sends param to A.
Phase 1: A requests and obtains secret keys SKi’s and

predicate tokens SK�v ’s with the restriction that 〈�v, �x〉 �= 0 for
each �v.

Challenge: A submits (M0 ,M1) and {PKi}ti=1 to S where
M0 ,M1 are two distinct messages of the same length and t
is a positive integer. S then randomly chooses β ∈ {0, 1} and
generates C∗ = Encrypt{P Ki }ti = 1

(param,Mβ , �x).
Phase 2:A can continue querying the secret keys for any reg-

istered users and the predicate tokens for additional predicates
with the same restriction as that in Phase 1.

Fig. 3. The experiment of attribute hiding.

Guess: Eventually, A outputs β′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game
if β′ = β.

The advantage of A winning the game is defined as

AdvSemantic-Security(A) =
∣
∣
∣
∣
Pr[β′ = β]− 1

2

∣
∣
∣
∣
.

A multi-receiver predicate encryption scheme is semantically
secure if there exists no polynomial-time attacker that can win
the semantic security game with non-negligible advantage.

The security goal of this game is to guarantee that no users
can obtain the information of the content of a ciphertext without
correct predicate tokens.

Definition 3.4 (Attribute Hiding) Let A be a polynomial-
time attacker (a malicious user or an unauthenticated user). A
interacts with a simulator S in the following game, which is also
illustrated in Fig. 3.

Initialization: A(1n ) outputs �x0 , �x1 , where �x0 �= �x1 .
Setup: S runs the Setup algorithm to generate param and

msk. S then sends param to A.
Phase 1:A requests and obtains secret keys SKi’s and predi-

cate tokens SK�v ’s with the restriction that 〈�v, �x0〉 = 〈�v, �x1〉 for
each �v.

Challenge: A submits M and {PKi}ti=1 to S where t is
a positive integer. S then randomly chooses β ∈ {0, 1} and
generates C∗ = Encrypt{P Ki }ti = 1

(param,M, �xβ ).
Phase 2: A can continue querying the secret keys for any

registered users and predicate tokens for additional predicates
with the same restriction as that in Phase 1.

Guess: A outputs β′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game if β′ = β.
The advantage of A winning the game is defined as

AdvAttribute-Hiding(A) =
∣
∣
∣
∣
Pr[β′ = β]− 1

2

∣
∣
∣
∣
.

A multi-receiver predicate encryption scheme is with attribute
hiding if there exists no polynomial-time attacker that can win
the attribute hiding game with non-negligible advantage.

The security goal of this game is to guarantee that no users
can obtain the information about the keywords of a ciphertext
even though he has the corresponding predicate tokens.
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TABLE I
THE NOTATIONS

Notation Meaning

G a cyclic multiplicative group of order N = pqr

Gp a subgroup of G with prime order p

Gq a subgroup of G with prime order q

Gr a subgroup of G with prime order r

KGC the key generation center
M a message
P Ki the public key computed by user i

SKi the secret key computed by user i

C. The Proposed Multi-Receiver Predicate Encryption Scheme

The proposed scheme is described as follows. The notations
used in the proposed scheme are defined in Table I.

1) Setup(1n ) → (param). KGC (OSNs) obtains (p, q, r,
G, GT , ê) with G = Gp ×Gq ×Gr . Next, it computes
gp , gq , and gr as generators of Gp , Gq , and Gr , respec-
tively. KGC (OSNs) performs the following operations:

a) Choose μ ∈ ZN , h ∈ Gp , and R0 ∈ Gr at random.
b) Choose h1,j , h2,j ∈ Gp , R1,j , R2,j ∈ Gr at random

for j = 1 to n.
c) Choose Q2 ∈ Gq randomly.
d) Compute

H1,j = h1,jR1,j , j = 1, . . . , n

H2,j = h2,jR2,j , j = 1, . . . , n

.
e) Compute Q = gqR0 and g′ = gμ

p Q2 .
f) Set the public system parameters

param = (gp , gr ,Q, g′, h,N, ê, {H1,j , H2,j}nj=1)

and the master secret key

msk = (p, q, r, gq , h
−μ , {h1,j , h2,j}nj=1).

2) Join(i)→ (PKi, SKi). When user i joins the system, he
will randomly choose the secret key SKi = zi ∈ ZN and
set the public key PKi = (g′)zi .

3) PredicateExtract(param,�v) → (SK�v ). User i sends a
predicate vector �v = (v1 , . . . , vn ), vj ∈ ZN for j = 1 to
n, to KGC (OSNs) and KGC produces a predicate token
by performing the following steps.

a) Randomly select r1,j , r2,j ∈ Zp for j = 1 to n.
b) Randomly select R3 ∈ Gr , Q3 ∈ Gq , and f1 , f2 ∈

Zq .
c) Compute

K0 = h−μR3Q3

n∏

j=1

h
−r1 , j

1,j h
−r2 , j

2,j

K1,j = g
r1 , j
p g

f1 vj
q , j = 1, . . . , n

K2,j = g
r2 , j
p g

f2 vj
q , j = 1, . . . , n.

d) Send user i the predicate token

SK�v = (K0 , {K1,j ,K2,j}nj=1).

4) Encrypt{P Ki }ti = 1
(param,M, �x)→ (C). A sender gener-

ates the ciphertext of message M for t selected receivers
with a keyword vector �x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) by performing
the following steps.

a) Choose a message M ∈ GT and a keyword element
xj ∈ ZN for j = 1 to n and get the t receivers’
public keys PKi’s, i = 1, . . . , t.

b) Randomly choose α, β, s ∈ ZN and R4,j , R5,j ∈
Gr for j = 1 to n.

c) Compute
C ′i = Mê(PKi, h)s , i = 1, . . . , t

C0 = gs
p

C1,j = Hs
1,jQ

αxj R4,j , j = 1, . . . , n

C2,j = Hs
2,jQ

βxj R5,j , j = 1, . . . , n.

d) Set C = ({C ′i}ti=1 , C0 , {C1,j , C2,j}nj=1) to be the
ciphertext.

5) MasterSearch (param,C, SK�v )→ (1/⊥). If KGC
(OSNs) would like to determine whether a predi-
cate vector �v matches a ciphertext C = ({C ′i}ti=1 ,
C0 , {C1,j , C2,j}nj=1) or not, it can take SK�v = (K0 ,
{K1,j ,K2,j}nj=1) and perform as follows.

a) Compute

D = ê(C0 ,K0)
n∏

j=1

ê(C1,j ,K1,j )ê(C2,j ,K2,j ).

b) If Dp = 1GT
, output 1. Otherwise, output the dis-

tinguished symbol ⊥.
The correctness of MasterSearch is shown in Remark 1
in Appendix.

6) Decrypt(param,C, SK�v , SKi)→ (M). After finding a
matched ciphertext C = ({C ′i}ti=1 , C0 , {C1,j , C2,j}nj=1)
by a predicate token SK�v = (K0 , {K1,j ,K2,j}nj=1), a se-
lected receiver, say i, can apply his secret key SKi = zi

to decrypt C by computing

M = C ′i(ê(C0 ,K0)
n∏

j=1

ê(C1,j ,K1,j )ê(C2,j ,K2,j ))SKi .

The correctness of Decrypt is shown in Remark 2 in
Appendix.

D. Construction of the OSN Platform

The construction of the OSN platform is presented in this
section. The roles mentioned in Section II-A perform the algo-
rithms in the proposed OSN platform. There are six algorithms
in the proposed scheme for the OSN platform: Setup, Regis-
tering, Sharing Data, Adding/Removing Friends, Adver-
tising and Downloading Data. At first, the OSN provider runs
Setup where it generates its master secret key and the pub-
lic parameters for the platform. A user runs the Registering
algorithm to join the OSN platform. When a user joins this
platform and chooses his own key pair, the OSN provider can
produce predicate tokens for the user to find the matched data
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Fig. 4. The scenario of the OSN platform.

efficiently. By using the SharingData algorithm, a sender en-
crypts his data and sends them to the receivers when he wants
to share them with the receivers in the OSN platform. If a
sender would like to add or remove friends, he can perform the
Adding/RemovingFriends algorithm. The OSN provider
executes the Advertising algorithm to verify if some speci-
fied commercial keywords exist in the encrypted data of users,
and the advertisers can issue customized advertisement to those
users whose encrypted data contain the keywords. Finally, a user
performs the DownloadingData algorithm to find interested
data and decrypt them efficiently. The flow of the proposed
construction is also illustrated in Fig. 4.

1) Setup
a) The OSN provider executes Setup(1n ) to generate

the system parameters and the master secret key.
The OSN provider publishes param and keeps msk
secret.

2) Registering in the OSN platform
a) When a user i joins the system, he performs Join(i)

to generate his own key pair (PKi, SKi). Then,
user i sends the index i to the OSN provider for
registration and keeps SKi as secret.

b) User i can choose and send predicate vectors to
the OSN provider to request predicate tokens. After
receiving a predicate vector �v, the OSN provider
calls

PredicateExtract(param,�v)

to compute a predicate token SK�v for user i which
is associated with �v and can provide user i for an
undecryptable search.

3) Sharing Data
a) Let fw = {i |user i is a friend of user w} be the in-

dex set of the friends of user w in the OSN platform.
If user w would like to share with his friends in the
data M assiciated with a keyword vector �x, he can
perform

Encrypt{P Ki }i∈f w
(param,M, �x)

to get the ciphertext

C = ({C ′i}i∈fw
, C0 , {C1,j , C2,j}nj=1).

Then, he sends the ciphertext C to his friends via
the OSN platform.

4) Adding Friends/ Removing Friends
a) If user w would like to add a new friend, say user i,

then he should update his friend set fw = fw + {i}
in the OSN platform.

b) User w can update his friend set fw = fw − {j} in
the OSN platform if he wants to remove user j from
his friend list.

5) Advertising
a) When the OSN provider would like to check if a

ciphertext C matches a predicate �v, it can compute

SK�v = PredicateExtract (param,�v)

and execute

MasterSearch (param,C, SK�v ).

The OSN provider can just search matched cipher-
texts but it cannot decrypt them. If the output is
1, the advertiser can send the advertisement corre-
sponding to �v to those users who can decrypt C.
Otherwise (i.e., the output is ⊥), C does not match
�v.

6) Downloading Data
a) If user i would like to find the ciphertexts matching

�v in his received ciphertexts, Cij
’s, he can get

SK�v = PredicateExtract(param,�v)

and run

MasterSearch (param,Cij
, SK�v )

for each Cij
. Then, he downloads

Ci�v
= {Cij

|MasterSearch (param,Cij
, SK�v )

= 1}
and executes

Decrypt (param,Cij
, SK�v , SKi)

for each Cij
in Ci�v

by using his secret key SKi . On
the other hand, the unselected receivers of a cipher-
text are unable to decrypt the ciphertext uploaded
by the sender.

IV. SECURITY PROOFS

A. Malicious KGC (OSNs)

In this section, we will analyse the security against malicious
KGC (OSNs) in the multi-receiver predicate encryption.

We give a conceptual description of the proof of the semantic
security against KGC as follows.

Proof: Given the instance of Assumption 3,
((N, G, GT , ê), gp , gq , gr , ga

p , gb
p , gc

p , ga
q , T ), we use

an attacker A, who is able to access the master secret key, to
construct an algorithm for breaking Assumption 3.

Setup: S randomly chooses α ∈ ZN and computes Q2 =
(ga

q )α , h = gb
p . The remaining parts are the same as those in
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the scheme. Then S randomly chooses zi ∈ ZN and com-
putes PKi = ((ga

p )μ(ga
q )α )zi for i = 1, . . . , t. FinallyS outputs

param,msk, {PKi}i=1,...,t to A.
Phase 1: The simulation of this phase is trivial since S knows

msk.
Challenge: Upon receiving (M0 ,M1) from A, S randomly

choose β ∈ {0, 1}. Then S computes C0 = gc
p and C ′i =

Mβ Tμzi , i = 1, . . . , t. The remaining part of the challenge ci-
phertext can be computed as the same way as that in the scheme.

Phase 2: This phase is the same as that of Phase 1.
Guess: A outputs a bit β′. If T = ê(gp , gp)abc , Tμzi =

ê((ga
p )μzi , gb

p)
c = ê((ga

p )μzi Qzi
2 , gb

p)
c = ê(PKi, h)c . Thus, S

simulates the game perfectly. �
As the proof shown above, if there exists such an attacker

who can make a correct guess, we can break Assumption 3
within polynomial time. Hence, the proposed scheme achieves
the semantic security against the malicious KGC. That is, even
the server of OSN, who is able to access the master secret key,
cannot get the plaintext of a ciphertext.

B. Security Against Malicious Users

In this section, we present formal proofs of a hybrid game for
semantic security and attribute hiding against malicious users
in the selective models of multi-receiver predicate encryption.

Theorem 4.1: (Semantic Security) The proposed scheme is
semantically secure if the BSD assumption holds.

Proof: We construct S that tries to break the BSD assump-
tion. S uses a sequence of hybrid games, Game0 and Game1 ,
such thatA cannot distinguish Game0 from Game1 . IfA has ad-
vantage ε in distinguishing Game0 from Game1 , then S has the
same advantage ε in breaking the BSD assumption. The games
are defined as follows.

Game0 : The challenge ciphertext is used to construct the
original security game. That is, we choose s, α, β ∈ ZN and
R4,j , R5,j ∈ Gr at random, and compute the ciphertext as

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 = M{ê(PKi, h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p ,

{C1,j = Hs
1,jQ

αxj R4,j , C2,j = Hs
2,jQ

βxj R5,j}nj=1).

Game1 : The challenge ciphertext is generated as a proper
encryption on a random element of GT , i.e., the ciphertext
is formed as above except that (C ′i)’s are chosen uniformly
from GT .

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p , {C1,j = Hs

1,jQ
αxj R4,j ,

C2,j = Hs
2,jQ

βxj R5,j}nj=1).

First,S is given (N = pqr, G, GT , ê) along with the elements
gp , gq , gr , h, gs

p , hsQ1 , gμ
p Q2 , ê(gp , h)μ , and an element T

which is either equal to ê(gp , h)μs or is uniformly distributed in
GT . S interacts with A as we now describe.

Initialization:A outputs a predicate vector �x which it wishes
to attack.

Setup: S begins by giving N toA. S chooses δ1,j , δ2,j ∈ ZN

and R1,j , R2,j , R0 ∈ Gr at random. It includes (N, G, GT , ê)
in the public parameters, and returns the remainder of the

parameters to A as follows:

param = (gp , gr ,Q = gqR0 , g
′ = gμ

p Q2 , h,N,

{H1,j = hxj g
δ1 , j
p R1,j , H2,j = hxj g

δ2 , j
p R2,j}nj=1)

where S is implicitly setting h1,j = hxj g
δ1 , j
p and h2,j =

hxj g
δ2 , j
p . Note that param has the appropriate distribution.

Phase 1: In this phase,A can issue the queries for secret keys
and predicate tokens corresponding to different vectors�v as long
as 〈�v, �x〉 �= 0. We now describe how S prepares the secret key
of user i and predicate token corresponding to any such vector
as follows.

1) A submits an identity i to S and S returns the public key
PKi = (g′)zi and secret key SKi = zi to A. Then, S
keeps (PKi, zi) in PK-list.

2) A requests the predicate token for vector�v. Let k = 1
2·〈�x,�v 〉

mod N . S first chooses random f ′1 , f
′
2 , r
′
1,j , r

′
2,j ∈ ZN .

Next, for all j’s it computes:

K1,j = (gμ
p Q2)−kvj g

f ′1 vj
q g

r ′1 , j
p = g

−kvj μ+r ′1 , j
p g

(f ′1−kd)·vj
q

K2,j = (gμ
p Q2)−kvj g

f ′2 vj
q g

r ′2 , j
p = g

−kvj μ+r ′2 , j
p g

(f ′2−kd)·vj
q

where we set d = loggq
Q2 . The simulator then chooses

random R ∈ Gr and computes:

K0 = QR ·
∏

j

((gδ1 , j
p hxj )−r ′1 , j · (gμ

p Q2)kvj δ1 , j )

· ((gδ2 , j
p hxj )−r ′2 , j · (gμ

p Q2)kvj δ2 , j ).

3) S returns the predicate token SK�v = (K0 , {K1,j ,
K2,j}nj=1). We give the correctness of Kp (the projec-
tion of K0 in Gp ) distribution in Remark 4.

Challenge: A sends (M0 ,M1) and {PKi}ti=1 to S where
M0 ,M1 are two distinct messages with the same length and t is
a positive integer. S does the following:

1) Choose random R6,j , R7,j ∈ Gr and Q3 ∈ Gq for j = 1
to n.

2) Choose β ∈ {0, 1} and find the corresponding zi in PK-
list for i = 1 to t.

3) For i = 1 to t, set C ′i = Mβ · T zi , and C0 = gs
p .

4) For j = 1 to n, compute

C1,j = (gs
p)

δ1 , j · (hsQ1)xj ·R6,j

= (hxj g
δ1 , j
p )s ·Qxj

1 ·R6,j

C2,j = (gs
p)

δ2 , j · (hsQ1)xj · (Q3)xi ·R7,j

= (hxj g
δ2 , j
p )s · (Q1Q3)xj ·R7,j .

5) S returns the ciphertext C∗ = ({C ′i = Mβ Tzi }ti=1 , C0 =
gs

p , {C1,j = (hxj g
δ1 , j
p )s ·Qxj

1 ·R6,j , C2,j = (hxj g
δ2 , j
p )s

· (Q1Q3)xj ·R7,j}nj=1).
Phase 2: A makes queries as those in Phase 1.
Guess: Finally,A outputs β′ ∈ {0, 1}. If β′ = β, then S out-

puts 1. Otherwise, S outputs 0.
If T = ê(gp , h)μs , the challenge ciphertext is distributed ex-

actly as that in Game0 , whereas if T is chosen uniformly from
GT , the challenge ciphertext is distributed exactly as that in
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Game1 . It follows that under the BSD assumption, these two
games are indistinguishable. Therefore, C∗ is a correct cipher-
text. As the construction above, S correctly simulates the se-
mantic security game. If A wins the semantic security game
with non-negligible advantage ε, |Pr[S(Z̄, T = e(gp , h)μs) =
1]− Pr[S(Z̄, T ∈ GT ) = 1]| ≥ ε under a correct simulation
of the game, i.e., |Pr[A(Ω) = β′ = β | Game0 ]− Pr[A(Ω) =
β′ = β | Game1 ]| ≥ ε, where Ω is a correct multi-receiver pred-
icate encryption scheme.

Therefore, S solves the BSD problem with non-negligible
advantage ε within polynomial time. �

Theorem 4.1 guarantees the semantic security against mali-
cious users. Therefore, no one can obtain any information about
the encrypted content of a ciphertext unless he owns a cor-
responding predicate token if the proposed MRPE scheme is
applied to an OSN.

Theorem 4.2: (Attribute Hiding) The proposed scheme is
with attribute hiding if the SD assumption holds.

Proof: We construct S that tries to break the SD assumption.
S uses a sequence of hybrid games, Gamei’s, such thatA cannot
distinguish Gamei from Gamei+1 , where the challenge cipher-
text will be encrypted with a vector in the first sub-system and
a different vector in the second sub-system. Let (�x0 , �x1) denote
a ciphertext encrypted using vector �x0 in the first sub-system
{C1,j}nj=1 and �x1 in the second sub-system {C2,j}nj=1 . IfA has
advantage ε in distinguishing Game0 from Game4 , then S has
the same advantage ε in breaking the SD assumption. We use a
series of games demonstrating that

(�x0 , �x0) ≈ (�x0 ,�0) ≈ (�x0 , �x1) ≈ (�0, �x1) ≈ (�x1 , �x1)

and the games are defined as follows.
Game0 : The challenge ciphertext is used to construct the

original security game as a proper encryption of M using �x0 .
That is, we choose s, α, β ∈ ZN ,R4,j , R5,j ∈ Gr , and C ′ ∈
GT at random, and compute the ciphertext as

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {Mê(PKi, h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p ,

{C1,j = Hs
1,jQ

αx0 , j R4,j , C2,j = Hs
2,jQ

βx0 , j R5,j}nj=1).

Game1 : We now generate {C2,j} as if the encryption is done
using �0. That is, we choose s, α, β ∈ ZN ,R4,j , R5,j ∈ Gr , and
C ′ ∈ GT at random, and compute the ciphertext as

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {Mê(PKi, h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p ,

{C1,j = Hs
1,jQ

αx0 , j R4,j , C2,j = Hs
2,jR5,j}nj=1).

Game2 : We generate {C2,j} using vector �x1 . That is, we choose
s, α, β ∈ ZN ,R4,j , R5,j ∈ Gr , and C ′ ∈ GT at random, and
compute the ciphertext as

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {Mê(PKi, h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p ,

{C1,j = Hs
1,jQ

αx0 , j R4,j , C2,j = Hs
2,jQ

βx1 , j R5,j}nj=1).

Game3 : We generate {C1,j} as if the encryption is done us-
ing �0. That is, we choose s, α, β ∈ ZN ,R4,j , R5,j ∈ Gr , and

C ′ ∈ GT at random, and compute the ciphertext as

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {Mê(PKi, h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p ,

{C1,j = Hs
1,jR4,j , C2,j = Hs

2,jQ
βx1 , j R5,j}nj=1).

Game4 : We generate {C1,j} using vector�x1 . That is, we choose
s, α, β ∈ ZN ,R4,j , R5,j ∈ Gr , and C ′ ∈ GT at random, and
compute the ciphertext as

C = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {Mê(PKi, h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs
p , {C1

= Hs
1,jQ

αx1 , j R4,j , C2,j = Hs
2,jQ

βx1 , j R5,j}nj=1).

First, S is given (N = pqr, G, GT , ê) along with the elements
gp , gr , gqR0 , hp = gb

p , kp = gb2

p , ga
p gq , g

ab
p Q1 , g

s
p , g

bs
p Q2R2 ,

and an element T = gb2 s
p gβ

q R3 , where β is either 0 or uniformly
distributed in Zp . The simulator interacts with A as we now
describe.

1) Indistinguishability Between Game0 and Game1: Initial-
ization:A outputs two predicate vectors �x0 and �x1 that it wishes
to attack.

Setup:S begins by giving N toA, who outputs vectors �x0 , �x1 .
S chooses μ, δ1,j , δ2,j ∈ ZN , R1,j , R2,j , R0 ∈ Gr , and h ∈ Gp

at random, and it includes (N, G, GT , ê) in the public param-
eters and computes h−μ . It then returns the remainder of the
parameters as follows:

param = (gp , gr ,Q = gqR0 , g
′ = gμ

p Q′2 , h,N,

{H1,j = h
x0 , j
p g

δ1 , j
p R1,j , H2,j = k

x0 , j
p g

δ2 , j
p R2,j}nj=1).

The simulator is implicitly setting h1,j = h
x0 , j
p g

δ1 , j
p and h2,j =

k
x0 , j
p g

δ2 , j
p . Note that param has the appropriate distribution.

Phase 1: In this phase, A can issue the queries for secret
keys and predicate tokens corresponding to different vectors�v’s.
Here, we distinguish two cases, depending on whether 〈�v, �x0〉
and 〈�v,�0〉 are both zero or whether they are both non-zero. Since
the vector �0 is orthogonal to everything, we only disscuss the
fact that 〈�v, �x0〉 �= 0 here. We now describe how S prepares
the secret keys and predicate tokens corresponding to any such
vectors.

1) A sends an identity i to S and S returns the public key
PKi = (g′)zi and secret key SKi = zi to A.

2) A requests the predicate token for vector �v. Let k =
〈�x0 , �v〉. S first chooses random f ′1 , f

′
2 , r
′
1,j , r

′
2,j ∈ ZN .

Next, for j = 1 to n, it computes:

K1,j = (ga
p gq )f ′1 vj · (gab

p Q1)−f ′2 vj · gr ′1 , j
p

= g
(af ′1−abf ′2 )·vj +r ′1 , j
p · g(f ′1−df ′2 )·vj

q

K2,j = (ga
p gq )f ′2 vj · gr ′2 , j

p

= g
af ′2 vj +r ′2 , i
p · gf ′2 vj

q
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where we set d = loggq
Q1 . S then chooses random R ∈

Gr and computes:

K0 = h−μQR · (gab
p Q1)−k ·f ′1

·
n∏

j=1

(ga
p gq )−f ′1 vj δ1 , j −f ′2 vj δ2 , j · (gab

p Q1)f ′2 vj δ1 , j

· g−δ1 , j ·r ′1 , j −δ2 , j ·r ′2 , j
p · h−x0 , j ·r ′1 , j

p · k−x0 , j ·r ′2 , j
p .

3) S returns the predicate token SK�v = (K0 , {K1,j ,
K2,j}nj=1) to A. We provide the correctness of Kp distri-
bution in Remark 5.

Challenge: A sends M and {PKi}ti=1 to S, where t is a
positive integer. S does the following:

1) Set C ′i = M · ê(PKi, h)s , where i = 1 to t, and C0 = gs
p .

2) For j = 1 to n, choose R6,j , R7,j ∈ Gr randomly, and
compute

C1,j = (gs
p)

δ1 , j ·(gbs
p Q2R2)x0 , j ·R6,j =(h1,j )sQ

x0 , j

2 R′6,j

C2,j = (gs
p)

δ2 , j ·Tx0 , j ·R7,j = (h2,j )s ·(gγ
q )x0 , j ·R7,j .

3) S returns the ciphertext C∗ = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {M · ê(PKi,
h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs

p , {C1,j = (h1,j )sQ
x0 , j

2 R′6,j , C2,j =
(h2,j )s · (gγ

q )x0 , j ·R7,j}nj=1).
Phase 2: A makes queries as those in Phase 1.
Guess: Finally, A outputs β′ ∈ {0, 1}. If β′ = β, then S out-

puts 1. Otherwise, S outputs 0.
If T = gb2 s

p gγ
q R3 and γ = 0, the challenge ciphertext is dis-

tributed exactly as that in Game1 , whereas if γ is chosen uni-
formly from ZN , the challenge ciphertext is distributed ex-
actly as that in Game0 . It follows that under the SD assump-
tion, these two games are indistinguishable. Therefore, C∗ is
a correct ciphertext. As the construction above, S correctly
simulates the attribute hiding game. If A wins the attribute
hiding game with non-negligible advantage ε, |Pr[S(Z̄, T =
gb2 s

p R3)) = 1]− Pr[S(Z̄, T ∈ G) = 1]| ≥ ε under a correct
simulation of the game, i.e., |Pr[A(Ω) = β′ = β | Game0
]− Pr[A(Ω) = β′ = β | Game1 ]| ≥ ε, where Ω is a correct
multi-receiver predicate encryption scheme.

Therefore, S solves the SD problem with non-negligible ad-
vantage ε within polynomial time.

2) Indistinguishability Between Game1 and Game2: Initial-
ization:A outputs two predicate vectors �x0 and �x1 that it wishes
to attack.

Setup: S begins by giving N to A. S chooses μ, δ1,j , δ2,j ∈
ZN , R1,j , R2,j , R0 ∈ Gr , and h ∈ Gp at random, and it in-
cludes (N, G, GT , ê) in the public parameters and computes
h−μ . Then, it returns the remainder of the parameters as fol-
lows:

params = (gp , gr ,Q = gqR0 , g
′ = gμ

p Q′2 , h,N, {H1,j

= hx0 , j g
δ1 , j
p R1,j , H2,j = hx1 , j g

δ2 , j
p R2,j}nj=1).

The simulator is implicitly setting h1,j = h
x0 , j
p g

δ1 , j
p and h2,j =

k
x1 , j
p g

δ2 , j
p . Note that params has the appropriate distribution.

Phase 1: In this phase, A can issue the queries for secret
keys and predicate tokens corresponding to different vectors

�v’s. The simulation for secret key queries are the same as that
in Section IV-B1. Here, we distinguish two cases, depending on
whether 〈�v, �x0〉 and 〈�v, �x1〉 are both zero or whether they are
both non-zero. We now describe how the simulator prepares the
secret keys corresponding to any such vectors.

Case 1.
1) A requests the predicate token for vector �v

where 〈�x0 , �v〉 = 0 = 〈�x1 , �v〉. S first chooses random
f ′1 , f

′
2 , r
′
1 , r
′
2,j ∈ ZN . Next, for j = 1 to n, it computes:

K1,j = (ga
p gq )f1 vj · gr ′1 , j

p = g
af1 vj +r ′1 , j
p · gf1 vj

q

K2,j = (ga
p gq )f2 vj · gr ′2 , j

p = g
af2 vj +r ′2 , j
p · gf2 vj

q .

S then chooses random R ∈ Gr and computes:

K0 = h−μQR ·
n∏

j=1

(ga
p gq )−f1 vj δ1 , j −f2 vj δ2 , j

· g−δ1 , j ·r ′1 , j −δ2 , j ·r ′2 , j
p · h−x0 , j ·r ′1 , j

p · k−x1 , j ·r ′2 , j
p .

2) S returns the predicate token SK�v = (K0 , {K1,j ,
K2,j}nj=1) toA. We show the correctness of Kp distribu-
tion in Remark 6.

Case 2.
3) A requests the predicate token for vector �v where
〈�v, �x0〉 = cx0 �= 0 and 〈�v, �x1〉 = cx1 �= 0. S first chooses
random f ′1 , f

′
2 , r
′
1,j , r

′
2,j ∈ ZN . Next, for j = 1 to n, it

computes:

K1,j = (ga
p gq )f ′1 vj · (gab

p Q1)−cx 1 ·f ′2 vj · gr ′1 , j
p

= g
(af ′1−abcx 1 f ′2 )·vj +r ′1 , j
p · g(f ′1−cx 1 df ′2 )·vj

q

K2,j = (ga
p gq )cx 0 ·f ′2 vj · gr ′2 , j

p

= g
acx 0 f ′2 vj +r ′2 , i
p · gcx 0 ·f ′2 vj

q .

where we set d = loggq
Q1 . S then chooses random R ∈

Gr and computes:

K0 = h−μQR · (gab
p Q1)−cx 0 ·f ′1

·
n∏

j=1

(ga
p gq )−f ′1 vj δ1 , j −f ′2 cx 0 vj δ2 , j (gab

p Q1)f ′2 cx 1 vj δ1 , j

· g−δ1 , j ·r ′1 , j −δ2 , j ·r ′2 , j
p · h−x0 , j ·r ′1 , j

p · k−x1 , j ·r ′2 , j
p .

4) S returns the predicate token SK�v = (K0 , {K1,j ,
K2,j}nj=1) to A. The correctness of Kp distribution is
shown in Remark 7.

Challenge: A sends M and {PKi}ti=1 to S, where t is a
positive integer. S does the following:

1) Set C ′i = M · ê(PKi, h)s , for i = 1 to t, and C0 = gs
p .

2) For j = 1 to n, choose R6,j , R7,j ∈ Gr at random, and
compute

C1,j = (gs
p)

δ1 , j · (gbs
p Q2R2)x0 , j ·R6,j

= (h1,j )sQ
x0 , j

2 R′6,j

C2,j = (gs
p)

δ2 , j · Tx1 , j ·R7,j

= (h2,j )s · (gγ
q )x1 , j ·R7,j .
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TABLE II
PROPERTY AND PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS IN THE OSN PLATFORM

Access Dynamic Data Collusion Unified Ciphertext Encryption Decryption
Control Group Searching Resistance Keywords Length Cost Cost

[9] Yes Yes Yes Yes No t((2n + 1)|G| t[(4n + 2)Ts + (2n + 1)Tp + (2n + 1)Ta

+ |GT |) (4n + 1)Ta + (2n)Tm ] ≈ (158416n + 79208) CCs
= (2nt + 2t) ∗ 256 bits ≈ t(7820n + 3836) CCs

t(6n)|G| t[(6n)((2n + 1)Ts + (6n)Tp

[11] Yes Yes Yes Yes No = 6nt ∗ 256 bits (2n − 1)Ta )] ≈ 475200n CCs
≈ t(23064n2 + 11437n) CCs

t((2n + 3)|G| t[(2n + 3)((n + 3)Ts + (2n + 3)Tp

[13] Yes Yes Yes Yes No + |GT |) (n + 1)Ta ) + (Ts + Ta )] ≈ (158400n + 237600) CCs
= (2nt + 4t) ∗ 256 bits ≈ t(3844n2 + 17266n + 19172) CCs

t((4n + 2)|G| t[(4n + 2)((n + 3)Ts + (4n + 2)Tp

[21] Yes Yes Yes Yes No + |GT |) (n + 1)Ta ) + (Ts + Ta )] ≈ (316800n + 158400) CCs
= (4nt + 3t) ∗ 256 bits ≈ t(7688n2 + 26844n + 13422) CCs

[17] Yes Yes No No No � � �
(2n + 1)|G| (4n + t + 1)Ts + (2n + 1)Tp +

Ours Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes +t|GT | (2n)Tm + (4n + t)Ta + tTp Ts + (2n + 1)Ta

= (2n + t + 1) ∗
256 bits

≈ (7820n + 81122t + 1914) CCs ≈ (158416n + 81122) CCs

• |G| : the length of an element in G
• |GT | : the length of an element in GT

• n : the dimension of a predicate vector
• t : the number of receivers
• Tp : the cost of a pairing operation
• Tm : the cost of a modular multiplication in Zq

• Ts : the cost of a scalar multiplication in an additive group or an exponentiation in a multiplicative group
• Ta : the cost of an addition in an additive group or a multiplication in a multiplicative group
• CCs: Clock Cycles
• �: the performance relies upon the underlying cryptographic primitives

3) S returns the ciphertext C∗ = ({C ′i}ti=1 = {M · ê(PKi,
h)s}ti=1 , C0 = gs

p , {C1,j = (h1,j )sQ
x0 , j

2 R′6,j , C2,j =
(h2,j )s · (gγ

q )x1 , j ·R7,j}nj=1).
Phase 2: A makes queries as those in Phase 1.
Guess: Finally, A outputs β′ ∈ {0, 1}. If β′ = β, then S out-

puts 1. Otherwise, S outputs 0.
If T = gb2 s

p gγ
q R3 and γ = 0, the challenge ciphertext is dis-

tributed exactly as that in Game1 , whereas if γ is chosen uni-
formly from ZN , the challenge ciphertext is distributed exactly
as that in Game2 . It follows that under the SD assumption,
these two games are indistinguishable. Therefore, C∗ is a cor-
rect ciphertext. As the construction above, S correctly simulates
the attribute hiding game. If A wins the attribute hiding game
with non-negligible advantage ε, |Pr[S(Z̄, T = gb2 s

p R3) =
1]− Pr[S(Z̄, T ∈ G) = 1]| ≥ ε under a correct simulation of
the game, i.e., |Pr[A(Ω) = β′ = β | Game0 ]− Pr[A(Ω) =
β′ = β | Game1 ]| ≥ ε, where Ω is a correct multi-receiver
predicate encryption scheme.

Therefore, S solves the SD problem with non-negligible ad-
vantage ε within polynomial time.

3) Completing the Proof of Hybrid Games: Game2 and
Game3 are indistinguishable where the proof is similar to that
in Section IV-B2, while Game3 and Game4 are indistinguish-
able where the proof is similar to that in Section IV-B1. This
summarizes the proof of Theorem 4.2. �

As the proof of Theorem 4.2 shown above, our MRPE
scheme achieves attribute hiding against malicious users. Thus,
we can say that no users can obtain the information about the

keywords of a ciphertext, unless he has the corresponding pred-
icate tokens.

V. COMPARISONS

In this section, we discuss the properties of the proposed
scheme, Lin et al.’s scheme [17], and the other ASPE schemes
[9], [11], [13], [21] in the OSN platform, and analyze the security
properties of theses schemes.

A. Properties Comparisons

Due to Lin et al.’s scheme depending on the underlying cryp-
tographic primitives it adopts, we exclude it from performance
comparison. Our scheme is the first multi-receiver predicate en-
cryption and our works offer users not only privacy preserving
but also the ability of finding the ciphertexts they desire. In the
comparison of properties, we will focus on the storage cost of
ciphertext size. Let |G|, |GT | be the length of an element in
G, GT , respectively, n be the dimension of a predicate vector,
and t be the number of receivers. According to [12], [18], [23],
[33], we can obtain that Tp ≈ 5Te , Ts ≈ 29Tm , Te ≈ 240Tm ,
and Ta ≈ 0.12Tm . Besides, by applying the result of [19], a
modular multiplication over a 256-bit finite field needs 66 clock
cycles. The property comparison is shown in Table II. Figs. 5
and 6 show that the growth of the clock cycles when an en-
cryption is performed. Fig. 5 illustrates the case that a sender
encrypts a message for five receivers (t = 5). On the other hand,
in Fig. 6 we show the computation cost of an encryption under
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Fig. 5. Computation cost of encryption (t = 5).

Fig. 6. Computation cost of encryption (n = 100).

different numbers of receivers with a fixed n = 100. We also
demonstrate the computation cost of a decryption in Fig. 7. One
can observe that the computation cost is much lower than the
other works. As for the ciphertext length, we conclude the com-
parison results with Figs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 8 we consider the bit
length of a ciphertext with a fixed t = 5, and Fig. 9 shows the
cipheretxt length with a fixed n = 100. The cipheretxt length
in our scheme outclasses the other schemes. Furthermore, we
demonstrate the execution time for one encryption/decryption
on both PC (ASUS M32CD i5-6400) and smart phone (SAM-
SUNG Galxy S7) in Table III.

In the following, we give the properties that are required for
an OSN platform and the comparisons will be based on these
properties.
• Access Control: The property means that every message in

the OSN platform can be accessed by authorized parties only.
An unauthorized party is unable to get any data in the OSN
platform.
• Dynamic Group: The data owners can freely share the data

among multiple users rather than a group with fixed members.
The property of dynamic group makes it possible to renew or
revoke users efficiently with neither a group manager nor com-
puting a group key.
•Data Searching: The property means that users can perform

keyword search to find interested data posted by other users

Fig. 7. Computation cost of decryption.

Fig. 8. Ciphertext length with t = 5.

Fig. 9. Ciphertext length with n = 100.

TABLE III
COMPUTATION COST

Clock Speed Encryption Decryption

ASUS M32CD (i5-6400) 2.7 GHz 0.00044 sec 0.0059 sec
SAMSUNG Galaxy S7 1.6 GHz 0.00074 sec 0.0099 sec

Here we set t = 5 and n = 100.
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TABLE IV
SECURITY COMPARISONS

Assumption Security Attribute Hiding Order of G

[9] Variants of GSD Selective CPA Full Composite
[11] DLIN Adaptive CPA Full Prime
[13] n-eDDH Adaptive CPA Weak Prime
[21] DLIN Adaptive CPA Full Prime
[17] Δ Δ Δ Δ Prime
Ours Variants of GSD Selective CPA Full Composite

• GSD: General Subgroup Decision Assumption
• DLIN: Decisional Linear Assumption
• n-eDDH: n-Extended Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption
• Δ : the security properties depend on the underlying cryptographic primitives.

efficiently in the OSN platform. Lin et al.’s scheme does not
satisfy the property because a user can search on the messages
he has received only.
• Collusion Resistance: Only the selected receivers can suc-

cessfully decrypt the ciphertext. The property guarantees the
confidentiality even if the attacker colludes with the OSN
provider. Lin et al.’s scheme does not satisfy the property since
the OSN provider has all of the re-encryption keys, so that it can
re-encrypt a ciphertext for a collusive user.
• Unified Keywords: The public parameter is published by

the OSN provider, not published separately by each user. In a
traditional ASPE, each user chooses his own system parameters,
but it would cause a great overhead on ciphertext processing.
• Ciphertext Length: Suppose that a data owner wants

to share a message with an n-dimensional predicate vector
among t receivers in the OSN platform. Though Lin et al.’s
scheme achieves constant-size ciphertext by applying proxy re-
encryption, it loses some important properties, such as ′′ Collu-
sion Resistance′′ and ′′ Data Searching′′. In a traditional ASPE,
the storage cost of the ciphertext is O(t · n)|G|+ O(1)|GT | as
it does not unify the public parameters, but in our proposed
scheme, the cost is O(t + n)|G|+ O(1)|GT | only.

B. Security Comparisons

In this section, we discuss the security of the proposed scheme
and the other schemes in the OSN platform. The underlying as-
sumptions of our work and [9] are two variants of the subgroup
decision assumption. The scheme of [17] is a general construc-
tion that uses a proxy re-encryption scheme and an SSE scheme
as black boxes. Thus, the security of [17] depends on the se-
curity of the underlying cryptographic primitives. Selective se-
curity requires that the adversary has to commit the attacked
predicates in advance. On the contrary, adaptive security allows
the adversary to commit the target predicates after getting ac-
cess to the oracles. The weak attribute hiding is defined in [13].
For the weak attribute hiding, an attacker A queries predicates
�v to the oracles with restriction that for challenge keywords �x0
and �x1 , 〈v, x0〉 �= 0 and 〈v, x1〉 �= 0. The full attribute hiding is
defined in [9], in which the restriction for the challenge phase is
〈�v · �x0〉 = 〈�v · �x1〉 = 0 and M0 = M1 . Our scheme can achieve
this. The security comparisons are summarized in Table IV.

VI. CONCLUSION

Due to the thriving nature of internet and cloud com-
puting, OSN platforms have become a popular application.
The most important issue is protecting users’ privacy and
generating accurate advertisement simultaneously in OSN
platforms.

However, there is no scheme that can solve the problems
mentioned in Section I of the OSN platforms. In order to cope
with the problems, we have proposed a multi-receiver predi-
cate encryption scheme, which can achieve both privacy pre-
serving and customized advertisement. The proposed scheme
is the first multi-receiver predicate encryption and our work
supports a user to search for his interested data encrypted
and shared by other users in the OSN platform. In this pa-
per, we have proven the CPA security of our scheme in the
standard model against malicious users and KGC. Moreover,
the proposed scheme greatly reduces the size of ciphertext. In
the future works, we will further improve it to reach constant
size of ciphertext and achieve CCA security in the standard
model.

APPENDIX

Remark 1: The correctness of the MasterSearch phase is
demonstrated below.

D = ê(C0 ,K0)
n∏

j=1

ê(C1,j ,K1,j )ê(C2,j ,K2,j )

= ê

⎛

⎝gs
p , h

−μR3Q3

n∏

j=1

h
−r1 , j

1,j h
−r2 , j

2,j

⎞

⎠

n∏

j=1

ê(Hs
1,jQ

αxj R4,j ,

g
r1 , j
p g

f1 vj
q )ê(Hs

2,jQ
βxj R5,j , g

r2 , j
p g

f2 vj
q )

= ê

⎛

⎝gs
p , h

−μ
n∏

j=1

h
−r1 , j

1,j h
−r2 , j

2,j

⎞

⎠

n∏

j=1

ê(hs
1,j g

αxj
q , g

r1 , j
p g

f1 vj
q )

· ê(hs
2,j g

βxj
q , g

r2 , j
p g

f2 vj
q )

= ê(gp , h)−sμ
n∏

j=1

ê(gq , gq )
(αf1 +βf2 )xj vj

= ê(gp , h)−sμ ê(gq , gq )(αf1 +βf2 )·〈�x,�v 〉

where α, β are randomly selected in ZN and f1 , f2 are randomly
chosen in Zq .

1) If KGC (OSNs) is successful in matching, i.e., 〈�x,�v〉 =
0 mod N , then D is in the subgroup of GT with
order p.

2) Otherwise, 〈�x,�v〉 �= 0 mod N , then D is in the subgroup
of GT with order pq.

Remark 2: The correctness of the Decrypt phase is demon-
strated in the following.
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C ′i

⎛

⎝ê(C0 ,K0)
n∏

j=1

ê(C1,j ,K1,j )ê(C2,j ,K2,j )

⎞

⎠

SKi

= Mê(PKi, h)s ·
⎛

⎝ê(gp , h)−sμ
n∏

j=1

ê(gq , gq )
(αf1 +βf2 )xj vj

⎞

⎠

zi

= Mê((gμ
p Q2)zi , h)s ·(ê(gp , h)−sμ ê(gq , gq )(αf1 +βf2 )·〈�x,�v 〉)zi

= Mê(gp , h)sμzi ·(ê(gp , h)−sμ ê(gq , gq)(αf1 +βf2 mod q)·〈�x,�v 〉)zi

= Mê(gp , h)sμzi · (ê(gp , h)−sμ)zi

= M,

where α, β are random elements in ZN and f1 , f2 are random
elements in Zq .

1) If 〈�x,�v〉 = 0 mod N , the output of the decryption is M .
2) If 〈�x,�v〉 �= 0 mod N , there are two cases:

a) If 〈�x,�v〉 �= 0 mod q, the decryption will fail since
the keywords and predicates do not match.

b) If 〈�x,�v〉 = 0 mod q, the calculation result is M and
the decryption will success. However this condition
only happens with negligible probability since it
will reveal a non-trivial factor of N .

Remark 3: We now give a simple instance for illustrating
how OR-gate and AND-gate can be implemented by inner-
product. As a simple example, we assume the predicates (X1 =
A,X2 = B),

1) Case 1. We use OR-gate, where the predicates X1 = A
or X2 = B can be encoded as a polynomial as follows.

(X1 = A) ∨ (X2 = B)

⇒(X1 −A)(X2 −B)=X1X2−AX2−BX1 +AB=0,

⇒ �x := ω(X1X2 ,X1 ,X2 , 1), �v := σ(1,−A,−B,AB)

.
Thus, the result vector �v := (σ(1,−A,−B,AB)) can
make the predicates (X1 = A or X2 = B) match the cor-
responding ciphertexts.

2) Case 2. We use AND-gate, where the predicates X1 = A
and X2 = B can be encoded as a polynomial as follows.

(X1 = A) ∧ (X2 = B)

⇒ [ωω′(X1 −A) + σσ′(X2 −B)] = 0,

⇒�x :=(ω(X1 , 1), σ(X2 , 1)), �v :=(ω′(1,−A), σ′(1,−B)).

Thus, the result vector �v := (ω′(1,−A), σ′(1,−B)) can
make the predicates (X1 = A and X2 = B) match the
corresponding ciphertexts.

Remark 4: To see that this predicate token has the correct
distribution, by construction of {K1,j ,K2,j}, the simulator is
implicitly setting f1 = f ′1 − kd, f2 = 1− kd, r1,j = −kvj +
r′1,j , and r2,j = −kvj + r′2,j for all j’s. These values are all

uniformly and independently distributed in ZN . Next, note that

n∏

j=1

(gδ1 , j
p hxj )−r ′1 , j · (gμ

p )kvj δ1 , j

=
n∏

j=1

g
−δ1 , j r ′1 , j +kμvj δ1 , j

p · h−xj r ′1 , j

=
n∏

j=1

g
−δ1 , j ·(r1 , j +kμvj )+kμvj δ1 , j
p · h−xj (r1 , j +kμvj )

=
n∏

j=1

(hxj g
δ1 , j
p )−r1 , j · h−μkvj xj = h−μ/2 ·

n∏

j=1

h
−r1 , j

1,j ,

using the fact that k = 1
2·〈�x,�v 〉 mod N . We denote Kp as the “Gp

part” of K0 . Thus, we can that

Kp =
n∏

j=1

((gδ1 , j
p hxj )−r ′1 , j

· (gμ
p )kvj δ1 , j ) · ((gδ2 , j

p hxj )−r ′2 , j · (gμ
p )kvj δ2 , j )

= h−μ ·
n∏

j=1

h
−r1 , j

1,j h
−r2 , j

2,j ,

and thus, Kp (and hence K0) is distributed appropriately.
Remark 5: We denote Kp as the “Gp part” of K0 . To see

that this predicate token has the correct distribution, by the
construction of {K1,j ,K2,j}, the simulator is implicitly set-
ting f1 = f ′1 − df ′2 , f2 = f ′2 , r1,j = r′1,j + vj · (af ′1 − abf ′2),
and r2,j = r′2,j + af ′2vj for all j’s. These values are all uni-
formly and independently distributed in ZN . Next, note that

Kp = h−μ · g−abkf ′1
p ·

n∏

j=1

g
−af ′1 vj δ1 , j −af ′2 vj δ2 , j
p g

abf ′2 vj δ1 , j
p

· g−δ1 , j r ′1 , j −δ2 , j r ′2 , j
p h

−x0 , j r ′1 , j
p k

−x0 , j r ′2 , j
p

= h−μ ·h−akf ′1
p ·

n∏

j=1

(h
−x0 , j r ′1 , j
p g

−δ1 , j r ′1 , j
p g

−δ1 , j vj (af ′1−abf ′2 )
p )

· (k−x0 , j r ′2 , j
p g

−δ2 , j r ′2 , j
p g

−δ2 , j af ′2 vj
p )

= h−μ ·
n∏

j=1

h
−ax0 , j vj f ′1
p

· (h−x0 , j r ′1 , j
p g

−δ1 , j r ′1 , j
p g

−δ1 , j vj (af ′1−abf ′2 )
p )

· (habx0 , j vj f ′2
p · h−abx0 , j vj f ′2

p )

· (k−x0 , j r ′2 , j
p g
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−δ2 , j af ′2 vj
p ),
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using the fact that 〈 �x0 , �v〉 =
∑

j x0,j vj . Thus, we have that

Kp = h−μ ·
n∏

j=1

(h
−x0 , j r ′1 , j
p g

−δ1 , j r ′1 , j
p h

−x0 , j vj (af ′1−abf ′2 )
p

· g−δ1 , j vj (af ′1−abf ′2 )
p )
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p g
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p k
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p g

−δ2 , j af ′2 vj
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= h−μ ·
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j=1
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p g
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p g
δ2 , j
p )−r2 , j

= h−μ
n∏

j=1

h
−r1 , j

1,j h
−r2 , j

2,j ,

and thus, Kp (and hence K0) is distributed appropriately.
Remark 6: We denote Kp as the “Gp part” of K0 .

To see that this predicate token has the correct distri-
bution, by the construction of {K1,j ,K2,j}, the simula-
tor is implicitly setting f1 , f2 are random, r1,j = r′1,j +
af1vj and r2,j = r′2,j + af2vj for all j’s. These values are
all uniformly and independently distributed in ZN . Thus,
we have that

Kp = h−μ ·
n∏

j=1

g
−af1 vj δ1 , j −af2 vj δ2 , j
p · g−δ1 , j r ′1 , j −δ2 , j r ′2 , j
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h
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p = h−af1 ·< �x0 ,�v>

p = 1 =

n∏

j=1

k
−af2 x1 , j vj
p . Thus, Kp (and hence K0) is distributed ap-

propriately.
Remark 7: To see that this predicate token has the cor-

rect distribution, by the construction of {K1,j ,K2,j}, the
simulator is implicitly setting the value f1 = f ′1 − cx1 ·
df ′2 , f2 = cx0 · f ′2 , r1,j = r′1,j + (af ′1 − cx1 abf ′2) · vj , and
r2,j = r′2,j + acx0 f

′
2vj for all j’s. These values are all

uniformly and independently distributed in ZN . Thus, we

have that

Kp = h−μ · g−abcx 0 f ′1
p ·
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and thus, Kp (and hence K0) is distributed appropriately.
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